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[1] How often does a contaminant ‘particle’ migrating in a
porous medium set a distance record, i.e., advance farther
from the origin than at all previous time steps? This question
is of fundamental importance in characterizing the nature of
the leading edge of a contaminant plume as it is transported
through an aquifer. It was proven theoretically by Majumdar
and Ziff (2008) that, in the 1d case for pure diffusion, record
setting of a random walker scales with n1/2, where n is the
number of steps, regardless of the length and time distribution
of steps. Here, we use numerical simulations, benchmarked
against the 1d analytical solution, to extend this result also for
pure diffusion in 2d and 3d domains. We then consider
transport in the presence of a drift (i.e., advective‐dispersive
transport), and show that the record‐setting pace of random
walkers changes abruptly from/ n1/2 to/ n1. We explore the
dependence of the prefactor on the distribution of step length
and number of spatial dimensions. The key implication is that
when, after a brief transitional period, the scaling regime
commences, the maximum distance reached by the leading
edge of a migrating contaminant plume scales linearly with
n, regardless of the drift magnitude. Citation: Edery, Y.,
A. Kostinski, and B. Berkowitz (2011), Record setting during
dispersive transport in porous media, Geophys. Res. Lett., 38,
L16403, doi:10.1029/2011GL048558.

1. Introduction

1.1. Random Walks for Contaminant Transport

[2] Modelling contaminant transport in porous and
fractured media remains a subject of intense investigation,
particularly in the fields of hydrology and petroleum engi-
neering. Considering a point source of contamination, e.g.,
release of a contaminant from a waste disposal site or a well,
the main focus is on determining the evolution of the con-
taminant plume, and estimating concentration breakthrough
curves at various distances. More specific questions deal with
determination of first arrival times [e.g.,Nelson, 1978], travel
time distributions [e.g., Visser et al., 2009], maximum travel
distances [e.g., Hudak, 2002], and maximum transport rate
[e.g., Nimmo, 2007].
[3] In this context, the use of randomwalk particle tracking

methods to investigate contaminant transport in porous and
fractured media is well known in a rich and extensive litera-
ture, using both Fickian (advection‐dispersion equation) and
non‐Fickian (continuous time random walk) transport equa-
tions [e.g., Prickett et al., 1981; Kinzelbach, 1988; Berkowitz

and Scher, 1996; Dentz et al., 2004; Delay et al., 2005;
Rhodes and Blunt, 2006; Edery et al., 2010]. Here, we
approach analysis of “first contaminant arrivals” from a
different perspective, namely, consideration of “records” as
a means to characterize maximum distances travelled by
contaminant particles; this is feasible in practice as field
measurement detection limits have become increasingly
sensitive.

1.2. Records

[4] To provide some definitions and background on
“records”, consider the following. The i‐th entry in a series,
xi, is a record‐breaking event (record, for short) if it exceeds
all previous values in the sequence. In other words, xi is a
record if xi >max(x1, x2,… xi−1). An outstanding result is that
for a stationary time series of independent and identically
distributed random variables (i.i.d.), the probability for the
n‐th entry to be a record, p = p(n), is 1/n, because each of the n
entries has an equal probability of being a record. Hence, the
expected number of records, M = M(n), is given by [Foster
and Stuart, 1954]

M nð Þ ¼ 1þ 1=2þ 1=3 . . .þ 1=n ð1Þ

and, by Euler’s formula for harmonic series, for large n,

M nð Þ � ln nð Þ þ � ð2Þ

where g is Euler’s constant. These results have been applied,
e.g., to climatology [Anderson and Kostinski, 2010] and
economics [Wergen et al., 2011].
[5] While the case of i.i.d. series has been studied exten-

sively, much less is known about non‐stationary and/or cor-
related series. Yet, a great many applications belong to this
class. Consider, for example, random walks and their appli-
cations in dispersive transport in porous media, as referenced
above. The reader can see at once that this situation is con-
siderably richer than the i.i.d case: the record‐setting can
occur at two levels, according to the length of an individual
particle transition or the total distance from the origin. While
the former is i.i.d. and the logarithmic pace of record setting is
expected, the latter is non‐stationary as the random walker
advances progressively farther from the origin. Does the
record‐setting pace for the total distance mimic that of the “on
average” diffusive behavior and scale as n1/2? Indeed, it does.
The square‐root dependence wins over the logarithm.
[6] To be more precise, let us consider consecutive posi-

tions of a random walker (in any number of spatial dimen-
sions) or absolute distances from the origin l = l(n) as a
non‐stationary time series.Majumdar and Ziff [2008] showed
that the probability distribution p(M, n) ofM records in n steps
is universal, i.e., independent of the distribution of step
lengths, for diffusion in one‐dimensional (1d) systems. In
particular, moments such as the mean record‐setting pace for
random walks are universal, so that the mean number of
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recordsM(n) scales with a square root of the number of steps,
n1/2. Note, however, that in contrast to Majumdar and Ziff
[2008], in this report we work with absolute distance (rather
than position along the x‐axis) as our main random variable.
Aside from closer connection to experiments, this choice
enables comparison to two and three dimensions (2d, 3d).
[7] To facilitate comparison to the relevant literature on

time series analysis, let us imagine consecutive distances,
traversed by a randomwalker, l = l(n), plotted as a time series.
This time series is not stationary. Rather, the ensemble mean
distance scales as n1/2, i.e., the trend for the mean distance
from the origin is in accord with the law of diffusion.
In another field, motivated by global warming, statistics of
records in temperature time series with a linear trend were
studied [Franke et al., 2010; Wergen and Krug, 2010;
Wergen et al., 2011]. Regardless of whether or not the trend is
linear or n1/2, as in the randomwalk context, it is natural to ask
if the record setting pace will mimic that of the average
scaling. Majumdar and Ziff [2008] showed that the mean
number of records set by random walkers M does indeed
follow the scaling. Franke et al. [2010] worked at the level of
individual probabilities of a record pn — as opposed to the
expected number of records— and sought a small correction
to the 1/n i.i.d. record probability. In particular, Franke et al.
[2010, equation 38, p. 12] showed that the probability of a
record in the presence of a linear drift is asymptotically:

p nð Þ ¼ 1

n
þ c

2
ffiffiffi
�

p
e2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln nð Þ2=8�

q
ð3Þ

where Xn = Yn + cn, Yn is the n‐th entry in the i.i.d. time series
and c is a trend; see also equation 5 of Wergen and Krug
[2010].
[8] In this study, we merge the above two lines of

inquiry — i.e., the random walk perspective and the time
series view — and pose a different type of scaling question
when exploring contaminant transport under both pure dif-
fusion and advective‐dispersive (“drift”) regimes. Hence, we
ask: How often does a random walker set a distance record,
i.e., advance farther from the origin than at all previous steps?

2. Methods

[9] We use a random walk approach that allows consider-
ation of transport in both advective‐dispersive and pure dif-
fusion systems [Dentz et al., 2004; Edery et al., 2010]. The
algorithm is equivalent to solving the standard partial dif-
ferential equations describing such transport in a “generic”
porous or fractured medium. Full details of the specific ran-
dom walk algorithm are given by Edery et al. [2010].
[10] Three different transition (step) length probability

density functions (pdfs) are considered for each step in the
random walk, namely, constant unit length, exponential and
truncated power law (TPL) (see Edery et al. [2010] for
details). While the TPL pdf for spatial transitions (as opposed
to temporal transitions) is less relevant for transport in porous
media (see Berkowitz et al. [2006] and Dentz et al. [2008] for
in‐depth discussion), it is included here to examine the
robustness of the record scaling behavior.
[11] We consider a random walk on an orthogonal lattice,

with contaminant particles starting from the origin. The
number of transitions is counted, rather than the time
required for each transition. Simulations are carried out

with 5000 particles in 1d, 2d and 3d; a sensitivity analysis is
employed to ensure that the number of particles is sufficient to
obtain representative statistics. In all simulations, the root
mean square distance travelled by each particle from the
origin, at each step, is calculated and the occurrence of a
“record” (new largest distance travelled) for each particle is
flagged. Asmentioned above, to facilitate exploration beyond
1d, we work with the records of the root mean square distance
from the origin, l = l(n), rather than a 1d projection as of
Majumdar and Ziff [2008].
[12] In the case of pure diffusion, at each step, the direction

for a particle transition is chosen from a uniform distribution.
For a random walk with a constant drift, representing a
“generic” advective‐dispersive transport, the probabilities for
a particle transition in each direction are not equal. To choose
a preferred direction, Dp, defined along the positive x axis
(with Dr a random direction other than Dp), we first choose
d in the range [0,1]. If 0 < d < p(Dp), then the particle advances
in the Dp direction. The span of numbers from 0 to 1 is
divided according to the “drift strength” " 2 [0,1], where the
larger part of this span belongs to p(Dr) and the rest is divided
equally among the other directions:

p Dp

� � ¼ 1þ � 2d � 1ð Þ
2d

; ð4aÞ

p Drð Þ ¼ 1� �

2d
; ð4bÞ

with d the dimension. A pure diffusion random walk is
recovered for � = 0.

3. Results and Discussion

[13] We begin by confirming and generalizing the 1d
results of Majumdar and Ziff [2008] for a pure diffusion
random walk, considering record‐setting for the absolute
distance from the origin. Significantly, we find that the
expected number of records for the absolute distance,M(n)/
n1/2, not only for a 1d random walk with constant transition
lengths, but also for the root mean square distance from the
origin in 2d and 3d, for the three considered (constant length,
exponential, TPL) transition length pdfs. Figures 1a–1c
demonstrate this behavior for simulations in 3d, for the
exponential and TPL length distributions; similar results, not
shown here, are found also for simulations in 1d and 2d, for
all three transition length pdfs. In all cases, the n1/2 scaling
behavior for M(n), averaged over 5000 particles, is reached
quickly, within 1000 steps. It should be noted that although
all of these simulations demonstrate a similar scaling expo-
nent of 1/2 for all of the pdfs and lattice dimensions, the
scaling behavior of the absolute (root mean square) distances,
r, travelled from the origin varies significantly (Figures 1d–1f ).
The constant and exponential pdf transition lengths yield the
usual scaling behavior r / n1/2.
[14] Consider next a random walk with drift, representing

(for example) advective‐dispersive of a contaminant in a
porous medium. The following simple observation of limit-
ing cases motivates our exploration. For a deterministic
walk in a given direction, every step sets a new record, so that
M(n) = n1. On the other hand, n0 scaling can also occur for the
“back and forth” walker. The stationary series record‐setting
pace is logarithmic (see equation 2) while that of a random
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walker is / n1/2. These extremes suggest the notion of a
scaling exponent. Hence, we ask: is there a range of possi-
bilities described by the relation M(n) / na, 0 ≤ a ≤ 1 for
nonstationary series?
[15] Once posed, the question can be readily explored for

random walks with a drift. Indeed, consider, for example, the
simplest 1d random walk with probabilities p and 1 − p of a
unit step in the positive and negative directions, respectively.
Furthermore, let p = 1/2 + �/2, with � 2 [0, 1]. Then, after n
steps, the average net displacement is �n, so that the “drift
speed” is �. Hence, asymptotically, the random walker is
moving in the same direction. This simple argument suggests
that the record‐setting pace may scale with n. Furthermore,
this arguments holds for several dimensions and is indepen-
dent of the distribution of steps, as is indeed confirmed by our
numerical experiments, described next.
[16] Figure 2 shows results of our simulations for a random

walk with drift, using the constant length spatial pdf in 1d,
2d and 3d, and for three different values of the drift value �.
This simple biasing of the random walk has an enormous
impact on the rate of record formation. Rather remarkably,
however weak the drift, a switches from 1/2 to 1 discontin-
uously. The number of steps required to reach the scaling
regime, transitioning from 1/2 to 1, of course increases with
decreasing drift strength. For � = 0.5 and � = 0.1,a = 1 scaling

is attained in less than 200 and 1000 steps, respectively, for
all dimensions. For � = 0.01, a = 1 scaling is attained after
20,000–30,000 steps.
[17] Furthermore, this abrupt scaling transition in the

presence of drift is identical also for the exponential transition
length distribution, with results similar to those shown in
Figure 2. Again, for � = 0.5 and � = 0.1, a = 1 scaling is
attained in less than 200 and 1100 steps, respectively, for all
dimensions. For � = 0.01, a = 1 scaling is attained after
60,000–70,000 steps.
[18] Random walk simulations with drift using the TPL

transition length distribution indicate a similar, but more
extreme, behavior. For b = 1.9, which is relatively close to
the exponential pdf, a = 1 for all � values and all three
dimensions. Similar to the constant and exponential length
distributions, less than 200 steps are required to reach a = 1
scaling for � = 0.5, for all dimensions. However, for � = 0.1,
5,000–6,000 steps are required, and for � = 0.01, 30,000,
20,000 and 10,000 are required for, respectively, 1d, 2d
and 3d. As b decreases, the transition length pdf becomes
increasingly asymmetrical, with a longer tail, and the number
of steps required until a = 1 increases significantly. Thus, for
example, with b = 1.2, 800 (1d) and 500 (2d, 3d) steps are
required for � = 0.5, while for � = 0.1, 10,000 (1d), 7,000 (2d)
and 6,000 (3d) steps are needed. For � = 0.01, however, a ≈

Figure 1. Random walk simulations for pure diffusion in a 3d domain, for exponential and TPL length transition pdfs, on a
log‐log scale. (a–c) Mean number of records,M(n), versus number of steps, n (simulations: dots; lines: power law fits showing
M(n)/ n1/2). (a): Exponential pdf, with mean = 10; (b), (c): TPL pdf with characteristic transition length = 1, cut‐off length =
105, and b = 1.6 and 0.5, respectively. In the TPL, 0 < b < 2, where b→ 2 yields Gaussian behavior, and decreasing b produces
an increasingly skewed distribution with a heavy forward tail, resulting in many short length transitions and an occasional very
long transition. (d–f) Root mean square distance from the origin, r, versus the number of steps, for random walk simulations
corresponding to those in Figures 1a–1c, respectively. Simulations: dots; lines: power law fits showing r / texp, where exp =
0.5, 0.63 and 1.05 for Figures 1d, 1e, and 1f, respectively.
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0.53 even after ten million steps. Moreover, for b = 0.5, a < 1
even for � = 0.5, after ten million steps; the cut‐off in the TPL
pdf guarantees that, eventually, a→ 1. However, in practical
terms for contaminant transport, the scaling behavior never
reaches a = 1 for lower b values. Note also that a time‐ or
space‐dependent drift could be considered, to account for
transport in a heterogeneous domain with time‐ or space‐
varying velocity. Indeed, we carried out a similar set of
simulations using a variable drift � drawn from a uniform
[0,1] distribution for the constant length spatial pdf; the
results reported here remain valid, affecting only the number
of steps required to reach asymptotic scaling.
[19] These findings also suggest questions regarding the

general framework for the record‐setting pace as a power law.
Specifically, we have that M(n) = Sna, where S is given in
Figure 2. While asymptotically a = 1 for a random walk
with a drift, the prefactor S is not universal and depends on the
relative strength of the drift, e.g., it approaches the upper
bound of unity as � approaches 1/2. Tables 1 and 2 show the

values of the pre‐factor S for the unit length and exponential
transition length distributions, respectively, for 1d, 2d, and 3d
systems and different values of �. Note that S = � in 1d, in
accord with the argument given above for the “drift speed” for
a simple 1d random walk. (In contrast, we find also that for
the TPL pdf with, e.g., b = 1.9, S ≠ � for 1d; S = 0.42, 0.057
and 0.0037 for � = 0.5, 0.1 and 0.01 respectively.)We observe
that the values of S decrease (essentially as a power law with
decreasing exponent) with �, and increase with dimension.
[20] It is worth noting also that the same universality holds

for scaling of records when considering a random walk with
memory. We find identical behavior using the following
algorithm, described for 1d, 2d and 3d simulations, using the
constant length pdf: if a particle transition is to the right, the
probability for the particle to choose the next step to the right
increases by �while the probability to make a transition to the
left decreases by �. If the particle then advances to the left, the
next preferred advance is to the left. This was noted by
Renshaw and Hendersen [1981, p. 410] for 1d systems, who
pointed out that this type of random walk is in some sense
equivalent to a walk with independent increments but with
a larger effective transition length.

4. Concluding Remarks

[21] We analyzed “first contaminant arrivals” in terms
of “records” as a means to characterize maximum distances
travelled by contaminant particles. The key implication is
that the maximum distance reached by the leading edge of a
migrating contaminant plume scales linearly with the number
of steps, regardless of the strength of the drift. This scaling
behavior can be used as an additional means to characterize
the nature of the leading edge of a contaminant plume as it is
transported through an aquifer. While our emphasis here is on
dispersive transport in porous media, these findings are valid
for all such random walks with and without drift; in other
words, any system that features random walk mechanisms
with andwithout drift can be analyzed in terms of themethods
presented here.
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